How Data Empowers Parents
When parents have the right information to make decisions, students excel!

**Better Information Empowers Parents... To Provide Better Support, Make Better Decisions, and Be Better Advocates.**

Mark and Anna receive an alert as soon as Maria starts veering off track in one subject, but they know she’s exceeding grade level expectations in another. Direct connections to additional resources to help her succeed are available right on her dashboard. Mark and Anna are empowered to take timely action and respond to her teachers’ plans to further support her success.

Since it’s their child’s information, Anna and Mark can control access to her dashboard, choosing to share data with others who support Maria’s academic growth. It also moves with Maria regardless of which school she attends.

Mark and Anna use Maria’s information and publicly-reported school information to select the programs and schools that best fit her needs and interests.

Parents deserve to see the full picture of their child’s learning along with guidance on how to help their child succeed.